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PREVENTING & TREATING SEPARATION ANXIETY IN DOGS
With jobs to be done and errands to be run, it’s inevitable that every dog will be
left alone for some period of time. Some dogs struggle with the idea of being
alone and—without intervention—may begin showing behaviors typically
associated with separation anxiety, a serious and taxing behavioral challenge.

WHAT DOES SEPARATION
ANXIETY LOOK LIKE?
Usually, right after a guardian leaves a dog
with separation anxiety, the dog will begin
barking and displaying other distress
behaviors within a short time after being
left alone—often within minutes. When the
guardian returns home, the dog acts as
though it’s been years since he’s seen his
mom or dad!

WHAT IS THE GOAL?
When treating a dog with separation
anxiety, the goal is to resolve the dog’s
underlying anxiety by teaching him to
enjoy, or at least tolerate, being left alone.
This is accomplished by setting things up
so that the dog experiences the situation
that provokes his anxiety, namely being
alone, without experiencing fear or
anxiety.

WHAT ARE THE SYMPTOMS OF
SEPARATION ANXIETY?
1. Urinating and Defecating
2. Barking and Howling: This kind of
barking or howling is persistent
3. Chewing, Digging, and Destruction:
These behaviors can result in self-injury
4. Escaping
5. Coprophagia: Some dogs defecate and
then consume all or some of their
excrement.

TREATMENT FOR MILD
SEPARATION ANXIETY
If your dog has a mild case of separation
anxiety, counter-conditioning might reduce
or resolve the problem. Counterconditioning is a treatment process that
changes an animal’s fearful, anxious or
aggressive reaction to a pleasant, relaxed
one instead. It’s done by associating the
sight or presence of a feared or disliked
person, animal, place, object or situation
with something really good, something the
dog loves. Over time, the dog learns that
whatever he fears actually predicts good
things for him.

TREATMENT FOR MODERATE
TO SEVERE SEPARATION
ANXIETY
Moderate or severe cases of separation
anxiety require a more complex
desensitization and counter-conditioning
program. In these cases, it’s crucial to
gradually accustom a dog to being alone
by starting with many short separations
that do not produce anxiety and then
gradually increasing the duration of the
separations over many weeks of daily
sessions. Because treatment must progress
and change according to the pet’s
reactions, and because these reactions can
be difficult to read and interpret,
desensitization and counter-conditioning
may require the guidance of a trained and
experienced professional.

MORE INFORMATION
For addition information and tips visit the
ASPCA website at:
www.aspcapro.org

TO CRATE OR
NOT TO CRATE
Crate training can be
helpful for some dogs if
they learn that the crate is
their safe place to go when
left alone. However, for
other dogs, the crate can
cause added stress and
anxiety. In order to
determine whether or not
you should try using a crate,
monitor your dog’s
behavior during crate
training and when he’s left
in the crate while you’re
home. If he shows signs of
distress (heavy panting,
excessive salivation, frantic
escape attempts, persistent
howling or barking), crate
confinement isn’t the best
option for him. Instead of
using a crate, you can try
confining your dog to one
room behind a baby gate.

DIY CAT CONDO
If your cat loves to play, learn how easy and inexpensive it is to make cat
condo where kitty can climb, scratch and nap.
TOOLS
Stable/circular saw
Drill
Pocket-hole jig
1/2" stapler
Utility knife

MATERIALS
50-ft. sisal rope
1 yard x 12 ft. chemical-free carpet
2" screws
(1) 2x4 x 8' board
2’x4’ x 1/2” plywood, particle board or MDF

STEP 1
Mark Your Measurements
The design requires the use of only one 2′ x 4′ piece of
plywood, which kept costs and waste low. Start by planning
out how all of the tiers of the cat tower would be sized,
maximizing the available materials.
STEP 2
Cut and Predrill Each Board
Cut, predrill, sand and then build the entire piece temporarily
with screws to ensure that it's solid and attached securely.
Disassemble when you're done, because it's easier to wrap the
carpet and sisal on pieces individually.
STEP 3
Attach Sisal Rope and Carpeting
The vertical spans give the cats a secure place to scratch. The
four tiers of the cat tree received a similar treatment, each
wrapped individually with pieces of inexpensive carpeting
and stapled securely into place to give the animals a sleeping
surface that would withstand the wear and tear of cat claws.
Let Them Climb! The tall, narrow tower
with a wide base easily fits in an
unobtrusive way into a corner or in front
of a window.
Have FUN and ALWAYS use safety
precautions when using tools!

PETS AND POOLS: KEEPING YOUR DOG SAFE
Having a pool in your backyard can be a great source of fun and refreshment for the
entire family, especially in the summertime. But is a pool safe for your outdoor pet? Not
all animals are good swimmers, and ingesting pool water can be dangerous for animals as
well.To make sure your summer is full of fun and free of danger, keep these tips in mind.
Put a Fence Around Your Pool
One of the safest things to do with your pool is put up a fence. This will keep not only your
dog safe but smaller children as well. There are a variety of pool fences to choose from if
you're worried about bars and grates obscuring the pool. Don't leave chairs near the
fence, as a dog could use this as a springboard to jump over into the water. Make sure any
gaps in the fence are covered.
Supervision
There's a reason that pools have lifeguards. Supervision is the best way to keep anyone not just your dog - safe. If your dog likes to cool off like you do, keep an eye on them while
they're swimming.Don't assume a dog paddling in the water is doing fine; dogs can tire
and drown just like any person can. Be on the lookout for a pet who's coughing or choking
on water so that you can prevent small problems from turning tragic.
Other Pool Safety Precautions
It might be beneficial to cover your pool with a pool net or dome for an added level of
safety. Make sure also to avoid leaving tempting toys out of the pool.If your pet won't stay
out of the pool and you're worried about them, consider installing a pool pet alarm. A
small device attaches to the dog's collar and activates an alarm if they get too close to the
pool.

PETS AND POOLS: KEEPING YOUR DOG SAFE
Buy a Pet Vest
For a dog that is a poor swimmer, you can purchase a life vest or life jacket. This device is
obviously not a complete substitute for supervision, but the bright colors on the vest will
help the dog be more visible. And just like with human life vests, a vest will give the dog
more buoyancy to keep them afloat when they're playing in the water.
Keep Chlorine Tablets Away from Dogs
Luckily, the chlorine found in pools doesn't cause serious issues for pets if they happen to
swallow a little water - but the amount can make a difference. A dog or cat might exhibit
minor gastrointestinal irritation, red eyes, or itchy skin if they spend an extended amount
of time in the water.The concentrated chlorine tablets pose the biggest danger from pool
chemicals. Make sure to keep chlorine tablets out of reach of your pets.
Know Your Dog
Some dogs are better swimmers than others. You should do some research on your dog's
breed to know how closely you should watch them. For example, poodles are such good
swimmers their name actually means to splash in German. You also probably don't have
to worry as much about Irish and English setters, Labrador retrievers, and the
appropriately named Irish water spaniels and Portuguese water dogs.Also, keep things
like your dog's age in mind. Older dogs are likely to tire more quickly in water or not swim
as well, but you may be able to teach a younger dog dog some simple swimming
techniques and rules.

POOL SAFETY FOR WILD ANIMALS
SIMPLE WAYS TO SAVE THE LIVES OF YOUR WILD NEIGHBORS

Backyard swimming pools are synonymous with summer fun. But they can be deadly
for wildlife.Pool drownings are tragic, because they are preventable. Animals—from
skunks, chipmunks and mice to lizards, frogs and snakes, or ducks, fledgling birds and
even pets—can find themselves in a pool with no way to escape.Wild animal babies are
particularly at risk; their curiosity about these neighborhood bodies of water can take
them perilously close to the edge.
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Watauga Animal
Services has had an influx
of swimming pool related
wildlife deaths in the last
couple of weeks. Below are
some helpful tips to help
you protect Watauga's
wildlife.

Pool Precautions

In Case Of An Emergency

A few simple pool precautions can help
dramatically lower the danger to animals:
When building a pool, design lounge ledges
along the sides just below the water's surface,
providing shallow areas from which animals
can easily escape.
Build a fence around the pool.
Install one or more water-exit devices such as
the Skamper-Ramp or Froglog. Place these
buoyant devices in the water along the pool's
edge to allow animals to get out on their
own.
Place knotted nylon ropes along the sides,
securing them to the pool edge. Make sure
the knot is at the water's surface, so the
animal can more easily climb out. (This
technique only works for climbing animals
such as raccoons, mice and squirrels.)

If a critter decides to take a dip in your pool
before you have had the chance to install a
ramp, log or rope, try one of these rescue
techniques.
Birds, frogs and other small animals: Scoop
them out with a net or pool skimmer. If you
don’t have a skimmer handy, try the bristled
end of a broom to lift them up and out of the
pool.
Larger animals: Use a partially deflated float
as a makeshift ramp. Anchor the ramp on the
pool steps with a weight such as a
cinderblock or tie it to the ladder rail.
For any animal: Always use caution to avoid
being bitten.
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Shelter Statistics

Impounds
Adoptions
Transfers
Return to Owners
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Service Calls
Bites
Dangerous Dogs Deemed
City Licenses

2019
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88
1
0
17
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1
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65
31
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5

Meows and Howls
Low cost vaccination clinic scheduled
for June 13, 2020 has been cancelled.

